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The antisaccade task is considered a test of cognitive 
control because it creates a conflict between the strong 
bottom-up signal produced by the cue and the top-down 
goal of shifting gaze to the opposite side of the display. 
Antisaccade deficits in schizophrenia are thought to reflect 
impaired top-down inhibition of the prepotent bottom-up 
response to the cue. However, the cue is also a highly task-
relevant stimulus that must be covertly attended to deter-
mine where to shift gaze. We tested the hypothesis that 
difficulty in overcoming the attentional relevance of the 
cue, rather than its bottom-up salience, is key in produ-
cing impaired performance in people with schizophrenia 
(PSZ). We implemented 3 versions of the antisaccade 
task in which we varied the bottom-up salience of the cue 
while holding its attentional relevance constant. We found 
that difficulty in performing a given antisaccade task—
relative to a prosaccade version using the same stimuli—
was largely independent of the cue’s bottom-up salience. 
The magnitude of impairment in PSZ relative to control 
subjects was also independent of bottom-up salience. The 
greatest impairment was observed in a version where the 
cue lacked bottom-up salience advantage over other loca-
tions. These results indicate that the antisaccade deficit 
in PSZ does not reflect an impairment in overcoming bot-
tom-up salience of the cue, but PSZ are instead impaired 
at overcoming its attentional relevance. This deficit may 
still indicate an underlying inhibitory control impairment 
but could also reflect a hyperfocusing of attentional re-
sources on the cue.

Key words:  inhibitory control/schizophrenia/antisacc
ade/attention/hyperfocusing

Introduction

Schizophrenia is associated with disturbances in cogni-
tive control, which manifest in clinical symptoms, such 
as distractibility, loosening of associations, and disor-
ganized behavior. These disturbances are thought to be 
mediated by prefrontal cortical dysfunction1,2 and posited 
to underlie deficits of attention, working memory (WM), 
and behavioral inhibition.3,4

The antisaccade task has been a gold standard test 
of cognitive control because it places top-down goals in 
conflict with strong bottom-up inputs that automatically 
activate oculomotor control structures in the cortex and 
midbrain.5,6 In a typical antisaccade task, viewers fixate a 
central location, a cue is flashed on one side of fixation, 
and the goal is to move the eyes toward the mirror-image 
location. The sudden onset of the cue automatically ac-
tivates saccade neurons corresponding to the cue loca-
tion, and top-down control is needed to suppress these 
neurons and activate the neurons that code the mirror-
image location.5 It is well-documented that people with 
schizophrenia (PSZ) incorrectly fixate the cue instead of 
the mirror-image location more frequently than healthy 
control subjects (HCS), whereas PSZ have little or no 
deficit in prosaccade tasks.7–13Indeed, to our knowledge, 
there has never been a failure to replicate the finding of 
higher antisaccade error rates in PSZ than in matched 
controls.

Successful antisaccade performance requires sup-
pressing the automatic activation of a prosaccade to the 
cue. Lesions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) 
appear to impair the suppression process,14–17leading 
to an increase in erroneous saccades to the cue and 
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difficulty making corrective saccades.14 Impaired top-
down inhibition of the bottom-up response to the cue18–20 
is widely assumed to be implicated in the schizophrenia 
antisaccade deficit.

However, the cue is not just a salient bottom-up stim-
ulus, but it is also a highly task-relevant stimulus that 
must be covertly attended so that the subject knows where 
to shift gaze. Consequently, performing an antisaccade 
requires suppressing an eye movement toward a task-
relevant, covertly attended stimulus, not just a physically 
salient stimulus. Given close links between covert and 
overt attention,21 the act of shifting covert attention to 
the cue presumably increases the likelihood that it will at-
tract a shift of gaze. Making an eye movement toward 
the mirror-image location, therefore, requires suppressing 
this attentionally boosted signal, not just suppressing a 
purely bottom-up sensory signal. Indeed, research with 
healthy populations has found that antisaccade perfor-
mance becomes progressively more impaired (relative to 
prosaccade performance) as the attentional demands of 
the cue increase.22,23

To better understand antisaccade deficits in schizo-
phrenia, we developed new variants of the antisaccade 
paradigm that manipulate bottom-up salience of the cue 
while holding constant its task relevance. Here, we de-
fine bottom-up salience as the physical property of the 
stimulus that makes it stand out, whereas attentional 
relevance is determined by the task instructions. As il-
lustrated in figure  1, we altered the traditional design 
by using 4 potential cue locations (one in each visual 
quadrant) rather than 2 cue locations on the horizontal 
midline. In the condition approximating the traditional 
antisaccade task (the classic condition), a single cue stim-
ulus was presented at one of the 4 potential locations, and 
participants were instructed to saccade to the horizontal 
mirror-image location. In this condition, the cue not only 
had strong bottom-up salience but also had attentional 
relevance in terms of guiding the eye movement direc-
tion. We expected higher error rates in PSZ than HCS, 
resembling the broader literature.

The other 2 conditions used the same cue but included 
distractors at the other 3 locations. The cue’s salience is 

Fig. 1. Task conditions and procedure. (A) In one condition, a single cue stimulus was presented at one of the 4 locations indicated. In 
another “pop-out” condition, colored disks appeared in each of the 4 locations, with 3 disks of one color and 1 disk of another color 
(either red or green and vice-versa)—in this example, red is the cue. In the “search” condition, all 4 locations had an equiluminant 
colored disk, but only one color was relevant—here, the red disk is the cue. For half  of the participants within each group, the cue 
disk was red, and for the other half, it was green. The cue location was selected randomly on each trial. (B) At the beginning of each 
block, participants viewed an instruction screen indicating the condition (classic, pop-out, or search) and whether they should look 
toward the cue (pro-saccade) or to the mirror-image location (anti-saccade). (C) Each trial began with the appearance of the fixation 
point. Once the participant maintained gaze on the fixation point for 450 ms, it disappeared and a gap display consisting of location 
markers at each of the 4 locations appeared. After 200 ms, the gap display was replaced by the cue display (consisting of one cue and 0 
or 3 distractors depending on the condition: in this example, the search condition is displayed). This was presented for 1000 ms, during 
which participants were required to shift their gaze toward or away from the cue location, followed by a blank post-trial interval of 
1000–1800 ms. 
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a function of the combination of properties of the cue 
and other items in the display,24 so adding distractors ef-
fectively manipulated salience of the cue. Moreover, this 
approach does not require changing the cue’s physical 
properties and, therefore, avoids confounding salience of 
the cue with its other properties.

In the pop-out condition, all distractors shared a single, 
dissimilar color from the cue color, causing the cue to 
“pop out” from the display. As in the classic condition, 
participants were instructed to make an eye movement 
to the horizontal mirror-image location. Color pop-outs 
automatically produce an attentional priority signal25 but 
do not capture attention as strongly as the sudden-onset 
cue in the classic antisaccade task.26 Thus, in this condi-
tion, the cue has a moderate bottom-up salience and a 
strong attentional relevance.

In the search condition (figure 1C), each of  the 3 dis-
tractors was a different color, and the task was again to 
make an eye movement to the horizontal mirror-image 
location. Here, the cue not only had the same bot-
tom-up salience as the distractors but also had strong 
attentional relevance. Note that classic, pop-out, and 
search conditions mirror the most widely used manipu-
lations of  salience in basic cognitive science literature 
(ie, onsets, popouts/singletons, and non-popout search; 
see reviews 27,28). These conditions may also differ in 
factors other than salience, but these differences would 
be present for the pro- and anti-saccade versions of  the 
conditions.

Because the cue had the same attentional relevance in 
all 3 conditions but varied in salience, this design facili-
tates contrasting 2 competing hypotheses about the ori-
gins of the SZ antisaccade deficit. If  the deficit is caused 
by an inability to overcome the bottom-up salience of the 
cue, then PSZ should exhibit minimal impairment (rel-
ative to HCS) in the search condition, modest impair-
ment in the pop-out condition, and a large impairment 
in the classic condition. However, if  the deficit is a result 
of failure to suppress the relevance-driven activation of 
the cue (or by an overcommitment of covert attention to 
the cue), then the deficit should be as large (and perhaps 
even larger) in the search than in the classic and pop-out 
conditions.

Performing tasks such as these involves 2 phases, a 
search phase in which the cue is located and a response 
phase in which the saccade is programmed and executed. 
The classic, popout, and search conditions differed in the 
difficulty of the search phase but were identical in terms of 
the response phase. That is, both versions of a given con-
dition required finding the cue within physically identical 
displays, and subjects needed to either program a saccade 
toward or away from this location. Given that some (but 
not all) prior research has shown that visual search pro-
cesses are impaired in PSZ,29–33 one might expect that PSZ 
would be slower than HCS to find the cue and this would 
be exaggerated in the more difficult conditions. However, 

the difficulty of finding the cue should be identical in the 
pro- and anti-saccade versions of a given condition. Thus, 
we can factor out the differences in difficulty across condi-
tions by examining the difference in performance between 
the pro- and anti-saccade versions of a given condition.

Methods

Participants

We used eye-tracking methods to test 43 outpatients from 
the Maryland Psychiatric Research Center and other 
outpatient clinics meeting criteria for schizophrenia or 
schizoaffective disorder (PSZ) and 34 nonpsychiatric con-
trol subjects (HCS). Consensus diagnosis was established 
using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV.34 
Table 1 summarizes participant characteristics.

Stimuli and Procedure

The task is illustrated in figure 1 (details on methods are 
provided in supplementary material).

Analysis

Data processing and analyses details are provided in sup-
plementary material. For each condition (Classic/Popout/
Search) and direction (Pro/Anti), we derived the direc-
tional error rate and saccade latency as the main outcome 
measures. Table 2 contains ANOVA results. 

Results

Error Rates

Figure 2 displays error rates

Prosaccade Error Rates.  Prosaccade error rates were 
lowest in the classic condition, higher in the popout con-
dition, and highest in the search condition (significant 
main effect of Condition, table 2A[I]), indicating that the 
cue was most salient in the classic condition and least sa-
lient in the search condition. Prosaccade error rates were 
slightly higher for PSZ than for HCS but the main ef-
fect of Group and Condition × Group interaction were 
not significant. Thus, variations in search difficulty across 
conditions had similar effects on PSZ and HCS.

Antisaccade Error Rates.  Antisaccade error rates were 
lowest in the classic condition, higher in the pop-out con-
dition, and highest in the search condition (significant 
main effect of Condition, table 2A[II]). Antisaccade error 
rates were much higher in PSZ than in HCS, as confirmed 
by a significant main effect of Group. The difference in 
antisaccade errors between groups was most pronounced 
in the search condition, leading to a significant Condition 
by Group interaction. The proportion of PSZ exhib-
iting high error rates was relatively similar across the 3 
antisaccade conditions (figure 2).

http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schbul/sbaa106#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schbul/sbaa106#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schbul/sbaa106#supplementary-data
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To decompose this interaction, we calculated difference 
scores between the classic and popout conditions and be-
tween the classic and search conditions for each partici-
pant. We used t-tests (not assuming equal variances) to 
compare these difference scores. We found that the mean 
antisaccade error rate increased from the classic condi-
tion to the popout condition by approximately the same 
amount in PSZ (3.10  ± 1.73) and HCS (3.03  ± 2.62), 
with no significant difference between groups (t = 0.13, 
P = .90, Cohen’s d = 0.03). In contrast, the increase from 
the classic condition to the search condition was signifi-
cantly greater in PSZ (8.24 ± 4.29) than in HCS (5.71 ± 
3.89; t = 2.68, P = .009, Cohen’s d = 0.62). These results 
provide no evidence that the antisaccade impairment in 
schizophrenia is driven by the physical salience of the 
cue. Indeed, impairment was largest in the condition 

in which the cue had no bottom-up advantage over the 
other locations.

The pattern of results across the 3 antisaccade conditions 
was clearly different from the pattern across the 3 prosaccade 
conditions, with a large impairment in PSZ relative to 
HCS for the antisaccade tasks but not for the prosaccade 
tasks. This was confirmed by a 3-way ANOVA with fac-
tors of Group, Condition, and Direction (table  2A[III]). 
The larger patient impairment in the antisaccade variants 
led to a significant Group × Direction interaction. The fact 
that antisaccade impairment was particularly strong for the 
search condition led to a significant Group × Condition × 
Direction interaction.

Corrective Saccades.  To determine whether greater 
antisaccade error rate in PSZ might reflect a failure 

Table 1. Participant Characteristics 

HCS  
(N = 34)

PSZ  
(N = 43) Statistic P-value

Age 38.32 (10.48) 36.63 (9.64) t = 0.74 .46
Gender (M | F) 20 | 14 27 | 16 φ = 0.13 .72
Race (African American | Caucasian | Other) 14 | 15 | 5 20 | 20 | 3 φ = 1.24 .54
Participant education 16.21 (2.28) 13.47 (2.35) t = 5.14 <.001
Maternal education 14.24 (3.53) 14.67 (3.03) t = −0.57 .57
Paternal education 14.03 (4.63) 14.26 (3.91) t = −0.23 .82
Neurocognitive test resultsa

 WASI-II IQ 112.24 (10.34) 95.03 (14.61) t = 5.69 <.001
 WRAT 4 111.62 (13.76) 99.05 (14.77) t = 3.82 <.001
 WTAR 113.65 (10.77) 100.93 (17.03) t = 3.79 <.001
 MD processing speed 55.88 (7.66) 41.31 (12.27) t = 5.11 <.001
 MD attention vigilance 52.17 (8.37) 44.91 (11.4) t = 2.63 .011
 MD working memory 56.08 (9.78) 41.34 (11.54) t = 5.04 <.001
 MD verbal learning 50.21 (8.78) 37.91 (8.72) t = 5.21 <.001
 MD visual learning 49.08 (8.3) 37.19 (11.99) t = 4.16 <.001
 MD reasoning 53 (9.28) 43.63 (9.07) t = 3.79 <.001
 MD social cognition 50.25 (10.9) 40.5 (10.16) t = 3.45 .001
 MCT overall 53.38 (7.31) 35.34 (12.37) t = 6.35 <.001
 Visual WM capacity (K) from change localization task 2.94 (0.27) 2.43 (0.53) t = 4.34 <.001
 Overall d′ from 12-AX-CPT task 3.64 (0.58) 2.69 (0.68) t = 5.45 <.001
Antipsychotic medication
 Antipsychotic medication (atypical | typical)  34 | 9   
 Total CPZ equiv  572.95 (330.63)   
Other psychotropic medicationb

 Mood stabilizers + anxiolytics + antidepressants  3   
 Antidepressants + anxiolytics  6   
 Mood stabilizers + antidepressants  4   
 Anxiolytics  8   
 Mood stabilizers  1   
 Antidepressants  9   
Clinical ratings
 BPRS total  33.38 (8.75)   
 SANS total  22.38 (9.93)   

Note: WASI,  Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; WRAT, Wide Range Achievement Test; WTAR, Wechsler Test of Adult 
Reading; MD, MCCB (MATRICS Consensus Cognitive Battery) Cognitive Domain; MCT, MCCB Composite Total; WM, Working 
Memory; d′, D-prime; CPZ, Chlorpromazine equivalent; BPRS, Brief  Psychiatric Rating Scale; SANS, Scale for the Assessment of Neg-
ative Symptoms.
aMeasures of these variables were available in 32 out of 43 PSZ and 24 out of 34 HCS.
bOut of 43 PSZ, 31 were also receiving other psychotropic medications(in addition to antipsychotics) as indicated.
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of task comprehension, we examined corrective sac-
cades after antisaccade errors. Majority of erroneous 
antisaccades were corrected in both groups (HCS: 89.2 ± 
20.9%; PSZ: 88.0 ± 19.0%), with no significant main effect 
of Condition (F1,75 = 1.61, P = .20), Group (F1,75 = 0.17, 
P = .68), or Condition × Group interaction (F1,75 = 0.22, 
P = .80). Thus, both groups understood and were motiv-
ated to perform the tasks.

Saccade Latencies

Figure  3A displays saccade latency distributions 
for correct and error responses in pro-saccade and 
anti-saccade versions of  the 3 conditions. Latencies 
were clearly shorter in the prosaccade versions in 
both groups.

Figure  3B shows mean saccade latencies on cor-
rect trials for both pro- and antisaccade versions across 

conditions, along with mean saccade latencies on error 
trials for the antisaccade versions; prosaccade errors were 
too rare to provide meaningful latency data. Prosaccade 
latencies were fastest in the classic condition, slower in 
the pop-out condition, and slowest for the search con-
dition (table 2B[I], main effect of Condition), additional 
evidence that our manipulation of cue saliency was effec-
tive. Prosaccade latencies were slower in PSZ than in HCS 
(significant main effect of Group), but PSZ and HCS were 
similarly impacted by condition (nonsignificant Group × 
Condition interaction). Thus, variations in search diffi-
culty across the 3 conditions had similar effects on PSZ 
and HCS in the prosaccade versions of the conditions.

Analogous analyses were performed for correct 
antisaccade trials (table  2B[II]). These antisaccade la-
tencies were slower in PSZ than in HCS (main effect of 
Group) and were fastest in the classic condition, slower in 

Table 2. Statistics

A.ERROR RATES F p η²p

(I)PROSACCADE ERROR RATES
 Condition 36.46 < .001GG .33
 Condition X Group 0.27 .72GG .004
 Group 1.85 .18 .02
(II)ANTISACCADE ERROR RATES
 Condition 169.32 < .001 GG .69
 Condition X Group 7.21 .004 GG .09
 Group 53.92 < .001 .42
(III)3-WAY ANOVA FOR ERROR RATES
 Direction 1006.75 < .001 .93
 Direction X Group 58.32 < .001 .44
 Condition 155.59 < .001 GG .68
 Condition X Group 2.93 .07 GG .038
 Direction X Condition 15.29 < .001 GG .17
 Direction X Condition X Group 3.38 .047 GG .04
 Group 45.76 < .001 .38
B.SACCADIC LATENCIES F p η²p
(I)PROSACCADE LATENCIES
 Condition 168.10 < .001 .70
 Condition X Group 0.42 .66 .006
 Group 24.61 < .001 .25
(II)ANTISACCADE LATENCIES
 Condition 225.16 < .001 GG .75
 Condition X Group 3.51 .038 GG .05
 Group 21.05 < .001 .22
(III)3-WAY ANOVA FOR LATENCIES
 Direction 316.13 < .001 .81
 Direction X Group 5.81 .02 .07
 Condition 406.04 < .001 GG .84
 Condition X Group 1.121 .33 GG .015
 Direction X Condition 17.78 < .001 GG .19
 Direction X Condition X Group 3.37 .04 GG .04
 Group 27.27 < .001 .27
(IV)ANTISACCADE LATENCIES FOR ERROR TRIALS
 Condition 118.17 < .001 GG .61
 Condition X Group 1.41 .25 GG .019
 Group 0.42 .52 .006

GG The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied in ANOVAs to adjust for lack of sphericity, and the reported p-values reflect this cor-
rection.
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the pop-out condition, and slowest for the search condi-
tion (significant main effect of Condition). The slowing in 
PSZ relative to HCS was most pronounced in the search 
condition (significant Group × Condition interaction).

In a single ANOVA with factors of Group, Condition, 
and Direction (table 2B[III]), we found that saccade laten-
cies on correct trials were slower in the antisaccade than in 
prosaccade versions of the tasks (main effect of Direction), 
that the magnitude of this slowing varied across the classic, 
popout, and search tasks (significant Condition × Direction 
effect), and that this slowing was more prominent in PSZ 
than in HCS (significant Group × Direction interaction). 
The slowing for PSZ relative to HCS in antisaccade ver-
sions was exaggerated in the search condition, leading to 
a significant Group × Condition × Direction interaction.

To decompose this interaction, we obtained differ-
ence scores (for correct antisaccade latencies) between 
the classic and popout conditions and between the 
classic and search conditions. PSZ and HCS were slowed 
approximately equally in the popout condition rela-
tive to the classic condition (Popout-Classic difference 
scores: HCS: 31.37 ± 23.20; PSZ: 40.05 ± 33.18, Welch’s 
t(73.99)  =  01.35, P  =  .18, Cohen’s d  =  0.30). However, 
PSZ were significantly more slowed than HCS in the 
search condition compared with the classic condition 
(Search-Classic latency difference scores, HCS: 64.73  ± 
29.80; PSZ: 83.19  ± 38.96, Welch’s t(74.93)  =  2.36, 
P = .03, Cohen’s d = 0.52). Thus, in PSZ, it took much 
longer to suppress the relevance-driven activation of the 
cue, and it was equally, if  not more difficult to localize 

and disengage from the cue when other distractors of 
equal salience were present than when the cue had a bot-
tom-up salience advantage.

We also analyzed antisaccade latencies for error trials 
(light-shaded bars, figure  3B) in a 2-way ANOVA with 
factors of Group and Condition (table  2B[IV]). As for 
correct trials, mean antisaccade latencies on error trials 
were fastest in the classic condition, slower in the popout 
condition, and slowest in the search condition, leading to 
a significant main effect of Condition. However, latencies 
were similar in PSZ and HCS (nonsignificant main effect 
of Group and Group × Condition interaction).

Discussion

Nature of the Antisaccade Deficit in Schizophrenia

The present results indicate that antisaccade impairment 
in PSZ arises primarily because of difficulty in overcoming 
the top-down task relevance of the cue rather than by a 
deficit in overcoming its bottom-up, physical salience. We 
compared 3 variants of the task in which top-down rel-
evance of the cue was constant and bottom-up salience 
varied, and also found that PSZ were impaired relative 
to HCS regardless of the presence of bottom-up atten-
tional capture by the singleton cue (classic and pop-out 
conditions) or absence of such capture (search condition) 
indicating that this impairment is not purely driven by 
bottom-up physical salience but is instead driven by the 
task relevance of the cue. This is consistent with studies 
of college students in which difficulty of antisaccade 

Fig. 2. Error rates for each condition. The mean percent of errors for prosaccade trials are displayed on the left side and those for 
antisaccade trials are presented on the right side. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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Fig. 3. (A) Latency distributions. Histograms represent relative frequency distributions of saccade latencies prosaccades (top panel) 
and antisaccades (bottom panel). Correct latencies are represented by darker colored histograms in the upper half  of each plot, while 
erroneous latencies are plotted as vertically flipped histograms in lighter shading. Blue histograms represent data for HCS and red for 
PSZ. (B) Mean latencies for the 6 task combinations. The mean latencies for correct prosaccade trials are displayed on the left side and 
those for correct and incorrect antisaccade trials are presented on the right side of the figure. Bars displayed in lighter shading are mean 
latencies for erroneous saccades made to the cue instead of the mirror location.
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performance increases as top-down attentional demands 
of cue discrimination increase.22,23

These findings are compatible with the broader idea 
that antisaccade task impairments reflect inhibitory 
control impairments.18,19That is, participants must exert 
considerable control to avoid fixating the task-relevant 
cue in all versions of the antisaccade task examined 
here. The results are also compatible with the recently 
proposed hyperfocusing hypothesis, which posits that 
schizophrenia is characterized by an unusually narrow 
but intense focusing of processing resources.35,36 Correct 
antisaccade performance presumably requires a precise 
titration of covert attention: Some attention must be al-
located to the cue so that the correct antisaccade location 
can be determined, but an overcommitment of covert at-
tention to the cue may trigger an eye movement to it. 
Thus, increased antisaccade error rates could reflect a 
more intense focusing of attention on the cue (leading 
to activation of the motor program for fixating the cue) 
rather than a deficit in inhibition per se. Indeed, a re-
cent computational modeling study concluded that the 
antisaccade deficit in PSZ does not reflect a failure of 
inhibition but instead reflects exaggerated competition 
between prosaccade and antisaccade representations.37 
However, there is no way to determine whether the 
present effects reflect hyperfocusing, a failure of  inhib-
itory control, or both. This is an important question for 
future research.

Common Mechanisms Across Conditions

Our conclusions regarding the antisaccade deficit in PSZ 
presume that all versions of the antisaccade task tap into 
the same underlying mechanisms. If  this assumption were 
incorrect, one could argue that the deficit exhibited by 
PSZ in the classic condition reflected the need to over-
come the bottom-up salience of the cue, whereas the def-
icit in the search version reflected the need to overcome 
top-down attentional relevance of the cue. However, 
given the overall pattern of results, it is much more parsi-
monious to assume that the deficit in PSZ is driven by the 
same set of mechanisms in all 3 tasks.

To a first order of approximation, the only difference 
in results among conditions was the overall performance 
level. In both prosaccade and antisaccade versions of 
these tasks, the difficulty of finding the cue increased 
from the classic task to the popout task to the search 
task—error rates and saccadic latencies increased pro-
gressively across these 3 conditions. Both the pro- and 
anti-saccade versions of each condition required finding 
the cue and then programming the appropriate sac-
cade, so that differences in task difficulty across condi-
tions would have had equivalent impacts on prosaccade 
and antisaccade performance. Moreover, differences in 
search difficulty across conditions had similar impacts on 
prosaccade performance in PSZ and HCS. In addition, 

traditional hallmarks of antisaccade performance were 
present in antisaccade versions of all conditions: both 
error rates and saccadic latencies were increased in the 
antisaccade version of a given task compared with the 
corresponding prosaccade version, and saccadic reaction 
times were faster on error trials than on correct trials in 
the antisaccade versions. The decrement in performance 
in the antisaccade version relative to the prosaccade ver-
sion of a given condition tended to increase slightly from 
the classic version to the search version, as did the mag-
nitude of the antisaccade deficit in PSZ relative to HCS. 
However, these differences between conditions were small 
relative to the overall difference in performance between 
the pro- and anti-saccade versions within a condition.

The pattern of correlations was also consistent with 
the hypothesis that all 3 conditions tap into a common 
set of underlying processes. For both groups, both error 
rates and saccadic latencies were highly correlated across 
the classic, popout, and search conditions (especially for 
antisaccade versions, where most correlations were >0.8; 
supplementary table S1). In addition, correlations be-
tween antisaccade error rates and independent measures 
of executive control and WM were quite similar for the 
classic, popout, and search conditions (supplementary 
table S2). Previous studies using classic antisaccade tasks 
in PSZ have found that antisaccade performance correl-
ated with measures of the overall cognitive ability, WM 
capacity, and executive function.38–41 Although a formal 
analysis of latent variables would require a larger sample 
size and a broader set of tasks, our results provide no 
reason to suspect that the 3 antisaccade tasks involve dif-
ferent underlying processes.

Impaired Inhibitory Function and Attention

The similarity between deficits found in the 3 versions of 
the antisaccade task suggests that they arise from the same 
disruption to neurocognitive networks in schizophrenia. 
Antisaccade performance impairments in SZ in our task 
are consistent with prior studies.9,42–44 Neural disruptions 
underlying these impairments in PSZ most consistently in-
clude under-activation of the dlPFC, a key region for cogni-
tive control and WM.7,8,41,45 Similar to dlPFC lesion patients, 
PSZ may have a reduced ability to suppress the activity of 
saccade neurons in the frontal eye fields and superior col-
liculus on anti-saccade trials and a reduction in the rate 
of accumulation of activity for the correct anti-saccade.5 
Consistent with our hyperfocusing formulation, it is likely 
that the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is also implicated 
given its role in covert and overt visuospatial attention.46 
Evidence from monkey neurophysiology, human functional 
neuroimaging, and focal lesion patients indicate that the 
PPC plays a fundamental role in directing attention to dif-
ferent locations in space.47–54 Studies examining presaccadic 
event-related potentials in human subjects also support 
the involvement of frontoparietal areas in antisaccade 

http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schbul/sbaa106#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schbul/sbaa106#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schbul/sbaa106#supplementary-data
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performance. Larger negative potentials at fronto-central 
and central sites, likely reflecting preparatory activity, have 
been observed prior to the execution of correct antisaccades 
compared with prosaccades and antisaccade errors.55–57 
Critically, in the antisaccade task, PPC plays a role in both 
attentional disengagement from the cue and computation 
of the antisaccade vector.58 Our results suggest that deficits 
in disengaging from the cue may be critical for impairments 
observed in PSZ.

Conclusions

The antisaccade task is an important research tool to 
assay cognitive control. However, the classic version con-
founds bottom-up salience and attentional relevance of 
the cue, thereby clouding the interpretation of observed 
deficits. The present experimental approach allows for 
a more nuanced understanding of mechanisms under-
lying antisaccade deficits in PSZ. Moreover, these results 
open up the possibility of a different explanation of the 
antisaccade deficit: Rather than reflecting inhibitory con-
trol impairment, this deficit may instead (or in addition) 
be caused by a hyperfocusing of attention on the cue. The 
search version of the antisaccade task may serve as a val-
uable tool for understanding specific mechanisms under-
lying impaired cognitive performance in schizophrenia 
and other disorders.
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Supplementary material is available at Schizophrenia 
Bulletin.
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